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ABSTRACT
Recommendation system is needed to provide personalized information to the user to improve the searching of the user based upon their searching method. In this work, an architecture that integrates product information with user’s access log data and then generates a set of recommendations for that particular user. This architecture uses more than one data mining algorithms like clustering and pattern matching algorithms. In previous work, for Clustering they are using K-mean Clustering & other algorithm for pattern matching is Boyer Moore Pattern Matching Algorithm. To enhance this work, an optimization algorithm will be used. Here Particle Swarm optimization algorithm has been used which is a soft computing algorithm of Artificial Intelligence. It will help to improve the results on the basis of intelligence. In this work a database of mobiles is created manually and based on there technical specifications better mobiles are recommended to the user based on intelligence. It will firstly create clusters on the basis of some similarity and then based on random population and technical specifications probability will be calculated. The product with least probability will be kept on top and then sort in top to bottom order.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The ascent in amount of information of learning over web in past couple of years has brought on the developing danger of information flooding that progressively has made the matter of getting to pertinent information to the clients. Conjointly with the climb in assortment of web locales and destinations, website admin notice it hard to plan the substance as per the client's need. The information interest of web clients are regularly worked out by assessing client's web route conduct. Web Usage Mining (WUM) is utilized to concentrate information from net client's entrance logs by utilizing information preparing procedures. One in every one of the uses of WUM is Recommendation framework that is customized data separating system acclimated either check regardless of whether an unmistakable client can support a given thing or to detect a posting of things which may be of awesome importance to the client.

Recommender structures help customers find and assess things of venture. Proposal Systems can use information digging methodologies for making recommendations using taking in picked up from the movement and characteristics of the customers. The design of an online web suggestion framework taking into account web use mining fundamentally comprises of three stages: Data Pre-handling, Pattern discovery and creating proposals. Information pre-preparing and Pattern recognition stages are performed logged off and the proposals are created on the web. Information pre-preparing includes changing the web access logs and client profiles into arrangement fitting for the framework. Design identification includes utilizing information mining systems like bunching, successive example mining or affiliation principle mining. Current suggestion frameworks show certain impediments, for example, insight, versatility, adaptability, restricted exactness. The impediment of these frameworks is that the new client gets the suggestions just on the premise of his present route.

There are many definitions of recommender systems. One of the first was presented by Paul Resnick and Hal R. Varian in 1997. They claim that “in a typical recommender system, people provide recommendations as inputs, which the system then aggregates and directs to appropriate recipients” [1]. These systems are usually defined in terms of their functionality as the systems or agents that suggest the products to the users who purchase products on e-commerce sites [3]. The recommender systems help the consumer to make the decision what to buy. The recommender systems can be classified because of the level of personalization into non-personalized and personalized methods (Figure1). The former methods do not consider the characteristics and preferences of the customers, whereas the latter tightly depends on the user profile.

The main goals of the recommender systems are as follow:

• To cope with information overload
• To help all customers (new, frequent, and infrequent) to make decisions what products to buy, which news to read next, which movie is worth watching, etc.
• To convert observers to buyers
• To build credibility through community and maintain the loyalty of the customers
• To inviting customers to come back
• To enhance e–commerce sales and cross–sell

Recommender Systems collect and exploit various types of information about users, products, and interactions between users and products to generate a personalized list of items that fits user’s current needs. This information may be gathered while the user is interacting with the system or can be acquired from other systems the user has interacted with. The most commonly used information about the interaction between users and products is the set of subjective ratings assigned by the users to previously experienced products. The system then uses these ratings for predicting the ratings for products not yet experienced. The products with the highest estimated ratings are then recommended to a user.

2. PROPOSED METHOD
The ascent in measure of data over web in most recent couple of years has brought on the developing danger of data flooding which thusly has made the issue of getting to important information to the clients. Additionally with the climb in number of sites and site pages, website admins think
that its testing to detail the substance as per the client’s need. The data interest of the online clients can be made sense of by assessing client’s web route conduct. Web Usage Mining (WUM) is utilized to concentrate information from Web clients access logs by utilizing Data Mining Techniques. One of the uses of WUM is Recommendation framework which is customized data separating system used to either figure out if a specific client will endorse a given thing or to distinguish a rundown of things which can be of noteworthy significance to the client.

Recommender systems help customers find and assess things of speculation. Proposal Systems can use information digging techniques for making recommendations using taking in picked up from the movement and characteristics of the customers. The design of an online web proposal framework in view of web use mining essentially comprises of three stages: Data Pre-handling, Pattern identification and producing suggestions. Information pre-preparing and Pattern discovery stages are performed logged off and the proposals are created on the web. Information pre-handling includes changing the web access logs and client profiles into configuration fitting for the framework. Design discovery includes utilizing information mining procedures like bunching, consecutive example mining or affiliation standard mining. Current proposal frameworks display certain constraints, for example, knowledge, versatility, adaptability, restricted precision. The drawback of these frameworks is that its testing to detail the substance as per the client’s need.

The past work which considered defeats these hindrances by executing a half and half design that incorporates item data with client’s entrance log information and afterward produces an arrangement of suggestions for that specific client. In this work, an engineering that coordinates item data with client’s entrance log information and after that produces an arrangement of proposals for that specific client. This design utilizes more than one information mining calculations like grouping and example coordinating calculations. For Clustering they use K-mean Clustering & other algorithm for pattern matching is Boyer Moore Pattern Matching Algorithm. To enhance this work, an optimization algorithm will be used. Here Particle Swarm optimization algorithm has been used which is a soft computing algorithm of Artificial Intelligence. It will help to improve the results on the basis of intelligence.

2.1 Proposed Model

The proposed model spotlights on the above four goals which are useful in enhancing the productivity of the framework and are for all intents and purposes actualized utilizing C#.Net environment.

In this recommendation system a dataset of 77 different phones has been utilized in total and user always get 5 recommendations when he/she will select any phone. Results of the proposed framework are calculated in terms of precision, recall and F-measure.

Fig. 1 shows the basic design of the system where User’s historical information is divided into clusters using KNN clustering algorithm. These clusters are matched with knowledge base using boyer’s moore pattern matching algorithm. These matched patterns are passed through optimized where Particle Swarm Optimization is used for pattern matching and passed these outputs to recommender engine so that users gets answer for his/her query.

2.2 Algorithm Level Design

The Algorithm design involves the following steps:

User logs⇒ Clustering ⇒K-Mean

1. Cluster the data into K groups
2. Select k point at random as cluster centres
3. Assign objects to their closest cluster centre according to Euclidean distance formula
4. Calculate the centroid or mean off all objects in each cluster
5. Repeat step 2,3,4 until the same points are assigned to each cluster in consecutive rounds
For each particle(matches return by Boyee Moore initialize particle

Do

a) For each particle
   • Calculate Fitness Values
   • If the fitness value is better than the best fitness value(pbest) in history.
   • Set current value as the new pbest.
end

b) For Each Particle:
   • Find in the particle neighbourhood the particle with best fitness.
   • Calculate particle velocity
   • Apply the velocity constriction
   • Update particle position
   • Apply position constriction

While max iteration criteria is not attained.

3. PERFORMANCE AND RESULT ANALYSIS

This recommendation system containing 77 different phone samples in total and user always get 5 recommendations when he/she will select any phone. For theoretical analysis this case study has been analyzed. In this 10 users has been used both base type & enhanced recommendation system. In base type system, k-mean clustering is been used for recommendation but in enhanced this clustering selection has been filtered or optimized using particle swarm optimization which is based on artificial intelligence. Table 1 gives the analysis user wise where TP, FP, FN and TN rates has been analyzed. TP defines the true positive rate which means the number of phones which are rated good and also that are actually good whereas FP defines the false positive rate which means items rated good but actually that are bad and not to be recommended. The other are FN that is false negative which means items are actually good but treated as bad and TN means true negative which treated the things bad which are actually bad.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Users</th>
<th>TP</th>
<th>FP</th>
<th>FN</th>
<th>TN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User 1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 gives the total count of TP, FP, FN and TN rate for all users on the basis of Rated Good and Actually Good and Rated Bad and Actually Bad.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actually Good</th>
<th>Actually Bad</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K-mean clustering Based</td>
<td>K-mean clustering Based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhanced PSO based</td>
<td>Enhanced PSO based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated Good</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated Bad</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Accuracy considers all recovered archives, yet it can likewise be assessed at a given cut-off rank, considering just the highest results returned by the framework. PrintPrecision:

\[ Precision = \frac{tp}{tp + fp} \]

Recall

Recall in information retrieval is the fraction of the documents that are relevant to the query that are successfully retrieved.
Recall = \frac{|\text{relevant documents} \cap \text{retrieved documents}|}{|\text{relevant documents}|}

For instance for content hunt on an arrangement of records review is the quantity of right results separated by the quantity of results that ought to have been returned

Recall = \frac{tp}{tp + fn}

F-Measure

In factual investigation of parallel arrangement, the F₁ score (likewise F-score or F-measure) is a measure of a test's exactness. It considers both the exactness p and the review r of the test to register the score: p is the quantity of right positive results partitioned by the quantity of all positive results, and r is the quantity of right positive results separated by the quantity of positive results that ought to have been returned. The F₁ score can be deciphered as a weighted normal of the accuracy and review, where a F₁ score achieves its best esteem even from a pessimistic standpoint at 0. The customary F-measure or adjusted F-score (F₁ score) is the symphonious mean of accuracy and review:

F - Measure = 2 \cdot \frac{\text{precision} \cdot \text{recall}}{\text{precision} + \text{recall}}

Comparative Analysis

Table 3 shows the results value of the comparative analysis between K-mean clustering based and Enhanced PSO Based on the basis of Precision, recall, F-Measure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>K-mean clustering Based</th>
<th>Enhanced PSO Based</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-Measure</td>
<td>0.854</td>
<td>0.924</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2: comparison of Precision and recall

Fig 2 shows the comparative of precision and recall values between the two methods K-mean clustering based and Enhanced PSO Based and Fig. 3 shows the F-measure based comparative analysis of K-mean clustering based and Enhanced PSO Based method.

4. CONCLUSION

Recommender frameworks help clients discover and evaluate things of investment. Recommendation Systems can utilize data mining strategies for making suggestions utilizing learning gained from the activity and qualities of the clients. In this work, an architecture that integrates product information with user’s access log data and then generates a set of recommendations for that particular user. This architecture uses more than one data mining algorithms like clustering and pattern matching algorithms. For Clustering they use K-mean Clustering & other algorithm for pattern matching is Boyer Moore Pattern Matching Algorithm. To enhance this work, an optimization algorithm is used. Here Particle Swarm optimization algorithm has been used which is a soft computing algorithm of Artificial Intelligence. For performance analysis, a case study is taken under consideration and hence results are evaluated. Results concludes that enhanced recommendation system based on PSO improve the accuracy of the system.

Future work could go in the direction to test and analyze the performance of the proposed architecture with different database. In future, hybrid architecture might be added to enhance features of the recommendation system.
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